Making Brothers And Sisters Best Friends
Brothers and sisters are among the most important people in life. The emphasis of this book is not merely "getting along" but being best friends.
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**Customer Reviews**

To negative reviewer: I am genuinely sorry you were offended by this book and there is no intent to offend with this review. Obviously, you have every right to share your opinion regardless of whether it is fair to the authors’ intent. But first, I would like to say, authors have the right to reflect their own viewpoint in their own books. I do not see that the authors of this book had any intent to deceive any potential consumers. Secondly, the description (and editorial reviews included in the description) that provided for this book clearly show the intent and focus of this book is on building familial relationships through a God-centered perspective. I quote from the description given by: "The book is full of Godly wisdom". *And the product description and what is included on the back of the actual book (in case this book was not purchased from) states: "...the close relationship that God intends...", "...the treasure that God intended...", and "how we have learned to become best friends". In this last quote, the authors are sharing with us what has helped them. Apparently, they believe the way they became best friends was because of this Godly focus. Next, six of the eight reviews written before your review was written, directly mention that this book has a Godly, Christian, or Christ-centered approach. Since your review was written for customers, I must assume that the reviews for this book could have been seen by you before this review was posted. The negative and seemingly scathing review seems to have been a little harsh and unjust considering the honesty of the authors and the audience they are intending to reach. I really don’t believe the authors were
deceitful.
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